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2
Method

2.1
Operationalising the Research Question
To recap, this thesis investigates the question of normalisation. It does so by analysing
six Dutch novels (known for their linguistic quirkiness and creativity) and asks:
Has the linguistic creativity of the ST been normalised in translation?
Vanderauwera’s (1985) survey of Dutch novels translated into English covered many
aspects of language, ranging from the level of the word, phrase or sentence up to the
level of the paragraph and, sometimes, even the entire text. But her exploration of
creativity and normalisation was necessarily impressionistic, given that a rigorous
analysis of all these levels would have produced an unmanageable amount of data
– unmanageable even for six novels, let alone for the 50-odd novels included in her
study. So if we want to gain more than a general impression of whether normalisation
is at work, it might be wise to focus on specific aspects of the language and subject
them to a thorough analysis.
Normalisation can manifest itself in various ways because creativity can manifest
itself in various ways (e.g. at the level of the lexicon, spelling, sound, or syntax),
but of all these levels, the lexicon is arguably the greatest source of creativity (see
Kenny, 2001, p. 142), with the greatest potential for normalisation. So I will address
the question of normalisation by concentrating on two lexical features: creative
compounds and creative adjective-noun collocations. In doing so, I will adapt
Kenny’s (2001) procedure for tracking and evaluating the translation of creative
compounds and collocations in GEPCOLT – the German-English Parallel Corpus
of Literary Texts (ibid). I have chosen to focus on these parts of the creative lexicon
because (1) they yield a not-too-big, yet not-too-small dataset which can be treated
more or less exhaustively; (2) they involve contiguous items (i.e. compounds contain,
by definition, contiguous elements; and adjectives are often found in attributive
position right next to the nouns they modify); and (3) they are relatively easy to
extract from a corpus using an automatic extraction technique. The ins and outs of
this technique, part of which was created especially for this research project, will
be illustrated in Section 2.5 below, but first let’s return to the research question.
Having narrowed down the area of investigation, my research question now reads:
31
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Have creative compounds and creative adjective-noun bigrams been normalised
in translation?
Of course, this newly formulated research question begs another question, namely:
how do you measure creativity and how do you measure normalisation? Following
Kenny (2001), I operationalised both concepts, in the first instance, in terms of
frequency. For example, I classified the Dutch bigram dorstige zand (lit. thirsty
sand from the novel Spijkerschrift) as creative because it did not occur once in
the Dutch reference corpus; and I classified its English translation “dry sand” as a
common collocation because it occurred frequently in the English reference corpus,
as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Operationalisation in Terms of Frequency
Dutch reference corpus
nlTenTen2014

PARALLEL CORPUS
English reference
Dutch source Texts English target texts enTenTen2015
(TTs)
(STs)

0 hits

dorstig(e) zand

“dry sand”

1,305 hits

Now given that the translation involved a shift from a zero-frequency to a highfrequency bigram, the translation was classified as ‘normalised’. Of course, this is
a glaringly obvious example for which you hardly need reference corpora at all,
but when dealing with reams of data, including less obvious cases, the frequency
approach helps in the first instance because it can be automated (See 2.5 for an
illustration of this method.)
2.2
The Importance of Big Corpora
The phrase “in the first instance” (used twice in the previous paragraph) is important
here. For the fact that a particular compound or bigram has zero or only one hit in
a particular reference corpus does not necessarily mean that it is creative. This is
because for any given corpus “a few words are used in huge numbers, but almost
all words are used hardly at all. In fact, in all texts, whatever their size, about 50 per
cent of all words [in that text] are used only once” (Bellos 2014). Figure 1 illustrates
this point:
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Figure 1: Zipfian Distribution (taken from Pine, Freudenthal, Krajewski, & Gobet, 2013, p. 19)

As we can see, the drop-off in word frequency happens fast, and the graph flattens
off quickly into a long tail of unique items.
If this type of distribution (called a Zipfian distribution after its discoverer George
Zipf) is true of single words, it is doubly true of bigrams. To understand this, take
by way of an example the Contemporary Corpus of American English (COCA)11
and imagine, also by way of an example, using that corpus to generate a list of all
the adjective-noun bigrams containing the noun carrot (in the singular). Such a
search would reveal that carrot occurs in more than twice as many unique adjnoun bigrams as it does in non-unique adj-noun bigrams. In other words, the list of
bigrams containing the word carrot has an extremely long tail of unique items, in
fact about double the length of the tail of single words as described by Bellos (2014).
The upshot of this is that, for instance, tasty carrot and self-respecting carrot both
occur only once in COCA, even though the former is much more commonplace than
the latter. Likewise, neither clean carrot nor invigorated carrot occurs at all in
COCA even though, yet again, the former is much more commonplace than the latter.

11 COCA has been chosen here by way of example because it is the same size as SoNar, an important
Dutch corpus referred to below.
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Table 2: COCA Frequencies for Five Bigrams with the Noun carrot
Hits in COCA
59
1
0
1
0

large carrot
tasty carrot
clean carrot
self-respecting carrot
invigorated carrot

Given the above, we can safely say that frequency is not always a reliable measure
of creativity. However: the bigger a corpus is, the better a measure it becomes
because common items are less likely to find themselves hidden away in the tail of
unique or non-occurring items. This will be demonstrated in the next paragraph by
comparing COCA to a far larger corpus.
Whereas COCA contains approximately 500 million words, Sketch Engine’s
corpus enTenTen2015 contains several billion words. So let’s now search for large
carrot, tasty carrot, clean carrot, self-respecting carrot and invigorated carrot
in enTenTen2015 to see whether corpus size does indeed make a difference:
Table 3: COCA and enTenTen2015 Frequencies for Five Bigrams with the Noun carrot
large carrot
tasty carrot
clean carrot
self-respecting carrot
invigorated carrot

Hits in COCA
59
1
0
1
0

Hits in enTenTen2015
208
21
18
0
0

As should be obvious from Table 3, frequency counts in the larger corpus are a better
measure of creativity for this set of words; with 208 hits, large carrot is still by far
the most frequent bigram of the five, but enTenTen2015 also shows that tasty carrot
is significantly more frequent than self-respecting carrot, reflecting our intuitions
about what constitutes quirky language and what does not.
If COCA, with its 500 million words, assigns many commonplace bigrams to
the tail of unique or non-occurring items, thus conflating creative with non-creative
language use, what would have happened if we had searched the British National
Corpus (BNC) instead? With no more than 100 million words, the BNC provides
absolutely no data on four of the carrot bigrams listed in Table 3, thus rendering
any statements about creativity in terms of frequency pretty meaningless (see Table
4 below).
34
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Table 4: BNC, COCA and enTenTen2015 Frequencies for Five Bigrams with the Noun carrot
large carrot
tasty carrot
clean carrot
self-respecting carrot
invigorated carrot

Hits in the BNC
5
0
0
0
0

Hits in COCA
59
1
0
1
0

Hits in enTenTen
208
21
18
0
0

And yet the BNC and the Mannheim Corpora Holdings (which were one-third
smaller than the BNC) were the largest reference corpora that Kenny (2001) had at
her disposal when she researched creativity in German novels translated into English.
It is important to bear this in mind because my adaptation of Kenny’s method makes
full use of these leaps in corpus size, whereas Kenny had to compromise. Whilst she
could, to a certain extent, use frequency counts to investigate creative compounds,12
as soon as she turned her attention to creative collocations, she was hindered by the
size of her reference corpora. For despite the BNC and Mannheim Corpora Holdings
being the largest openly available corpora of that time, when it came to collocations,
these corpora were only big enough to throw light on the most common ones. As
Kenny put it herself, “the thrust of automatic collocation analysis [at the present
time] is towards identifying common collocations” (ibid, p. 128). So when it came
to identifying creative collocations, Kenny was forced to adopt another approach:
she used Wordsmith (a popular lexical computing software package) to automatically
list the most common words in her corpus of German novels and then scanned these
by eye to see if any of them occurred in creative constructions.
In short, whereas automatically generating frequency lists took Kenny some way
to identifying creative compounds in her corpus of German novels, the automatic
generation of frequency lists was useless when it came to identifying creative
collocations. For its use to come of age, Translation Studies would have to wait
until the second decade of the 21st century – a decade which saw the creation of a
suite of very large corpora, known collectively as TenTen, of which enTenTen2015
(introduced above) is one.
2.3
How Big is Big? – The TenTen Corpora and the Web
The TenTen corpora were created by the makers of Sketch Engine and are an integral
part of their lexical computing software, which I have used to automatically extract
creative compounds and collocations from my corpus of novels. Seeing as I am
12 She did this by generating a simple wordlist from her corpus of German novels, and then, on the
basis of her intuition, sifted out the creative compounds from the tail of unique-items.
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researching Dutch novels translated into English, the two corpora of interest here
are, obviously, the Dutch and the English ones, respectively called nlTenTen2014 and
enTenTen2015. Also obvious are the meanings of the prefixes (nl and en) and suffixes
(2014 and 2015) which flank their names: these refer to the languages and years in
which the two corpora were compiled. Less obvious, for sure, is the meaning of the
term TenTen. But importantly, this term hints at their size.13
It was the aim of the founders of Sketch Engine to build a suite of corpora each
totaling 1010 (pronounced ten-ten, and equalling ten to the power of ten, [i.e. ten billion])
words – a massive increase on the corpora of preceding generations ((Pomikalek,
Richly, & Kilgarriff, 2009). In fact, at 15.7 billion words enTenTen exceeded this goal,
although nlTenTen, with only 2.3 billion words, fell short. Nonetheless, both these
corpora are big: significantly bigger than the English and German corpora used by
Kenny (2001). How significantly bigger they are is difficult to imagine, but imagine
it we must if we are truly to understand what the TenTen corpora have brought to the
study of creative lexis (as briefly illustrated in Tables 3 and 4 above) and how they
have enabled me to overcome some of the difficulties faced by Kenny.
One of the best ways to start imagining how much bigger the TenTen corpora
are than those used by Kenny (2001) is to think about how much bigger a billion is
than a million (Bellos, 2010, pp. 20–21). The classic way to do this is to consider the
following question: if a million seconds equals 11.5 days (which it does), then how
long is a billion seconds? Put schematically:
1 million seconds = 11.5 days
1 billion seconds = ?
The answer is overleaf…

13 For brevity’s sake, these corpora will be referred to from now on as nlTenTen and enTenTen.
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The answer is almost 32 years. (It might seem as though I am labouring this point here,
but experiments have shown that the human brain tends to perceive large numbers
logarithmically [see, for instance, Varshney & Sun 2013]. In other words, without proper
training we perceive the numbers 1,000,000; 1,000,000,000 and 1,000,000,000,000 to
be equal intervals apart, in the same way that a toy model of the solar system places the
planets, misleadingly, at equal distances apart). So the difference between a million and
a billion is the same as the difference between 11.5 days and approximately 32 years.
Translated into the actual sizes of the reference corpora that Kenny (2001) and I have
used, we get the following comparisons (shown in Table 5):14
Table 5: Comparing Corpora Size
nlTenTen
72 years

Kenny 2001’s reference corpora
Mannheim
BNC
Corpora
2 years
3 years

enTenTen
520 years

As we have just seen, nlTenTen and enTenTen are vastly – exponentially – bigger
than the corpora used by Kenny (2001); and this vast difference has made it possible
for me to use frequency counts, in the first instance, to assess the creativity of
adjective-noun bigrams (using an automatic extraction technique which will be
demonstrated in Section 2.5). I repeat the phrase “in the first instance” because
the problem of the tail never quite goes away. Just as the BNC failed to distinguish
between the commonplace tasty carrot and the quirky self-respecting carrot, in
that it assigned both bigrams to the tail of non-occurring items, so too does TenTen
occasionally assign to the tail of non-occurring (or unique) items pairs of bigrams
which an even larger corpus – i.e. an exponentially larger corpus – would distinguish
squarely between. But there is a snag: no exponentially larger corpus exists – at least
not unless we adopt the controversial practice of using commercial search engines
to interrogate the web.
The drawbacks to using commercial search engines to obtain quantitative
linguistic data from the web have been documented (e.g. Kilgariff, 2007), and the
arguments are well known (e.g. lack of stability and unknown make-up). Yet, when it
comes to patterns of lesser-used lexis, the web is of invaluable help, if only because it
is so massively big (see Gatto 2014, but also Norvig 2007, who estimates the English
14 There is an obvious asymmetry here in that enTenTen is about seven times bigger than nlTenTen. I
have approached the Sketch Engine team about this, but there are, unfortunately no current plans
to rectify this imbalance.
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word count accessible through Google Books to be in excess of a trillion).15 Its
magnitude makes it able to cope with the Zipfian nature of language; put figuratively,
the web holds a magnifying glass up to the TenTen tail of unusual lexis, which, as we
saw for English, had already held a magnifying glass up to the COCA and the BNC
tails. The pay-off to using the web can be seen in Table 6 below, which compares
a search for the bigrams impeccable vocabulary and immaculate vocabulary in
enTenTen and Google Books. (These examples, taken from my discussion of De
inscheper and its translation, are discussed further in Chapter 6.)
Table 6: Comparable Searches
Impeccable vocabulary
Immaculate vocabulary

enTenTen
2
0

Google Books
169
23

As can be seen from Table 6, enTenTen does not distinguish significantly between
the two, whereas the results from Google Books makes it clearer that impeccable
vocabulary is more common than immaculate vocabulary.
My reasons for sometimes resorting to the web can be summarised by Bob Mercer’s
motto: “There’s no data like more data” (as quoted in Leech 2002, p. 5). In the discussion
above, I used English language corpora and the English language web to illustrate
Mercer’s point, but the same arguments hold for Dutch: Sketch Engine’s nlTenTen
provides significantly more information on lesser-used lexis than the Dutch corpus SoNar
(which, at 425 million words, is slightly smaller than COCA but apart from nlTenTen the
largest Dutch corpus to date.) On the other hand, nlTenTen provides less information than
the Dutch part of the web. But despite this, nlTenTen can be used in the first instance to
automatically syphon off potentially creative compounds and bigrams. How this works
exactly will be illustrated in Section 2.5. But first, a cautionary word about word counts.
2.4
A Cautionary Word About Word Counts
As we have just seen, the Zipfian nature of language justifies using the web occasionally
when it comes to lesser-used lexis. But this does not detract from the fact that the web
is a highly unpredictable animal. Not only do word counts vary from day to day, but
if you type a word or phrase into Google and simply look at the first page, you get a
grossly inflated estimate of how many occurrences of that word or phrase there are. The
following example, taken from The Misfortunates (in the first case study) illustrates the
point. The English phrase “faded seaside resort” (which is Colmer’s translation of the
15 If a million seconds = 11.5 days then a trillion seconds = 32 thousand years!
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Dutch bigram verlepte badstad) yields at first sight 9010 hits in Google; at least that is
the number of hits given at the top of the first page of the search, underlined in Figure 2.
Figure 2: First Page of a Search for “faded seaside resort” (retrieved 15.1.2017)

If, however, you scroll through the results to the very last page, Google tells you that
there are only 152 hits, underlined in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Last Page of a Search for “faded seaside resort” (retrieved 15.1.2017)
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It is important to bear in mind that the number given on the last page of a Google
search may well come closer to the real result, with many exact duplications having
been removed.16
Therefore, in the appendices to the case studies, I only give the smaller number.
Another important thing to bear in mind is that Google searches tell us nothing
about the syntax of a bigram. For instance, the adjective noun bigram “free sorrow”
(which occurs in Sam Garrett’s translation of De inscheper) had 242 hits in Google
Books, but the results also included non adjective-noun bigrams – cases, for instance,
where free and sorrow were separated by a comma or a full stop, and cases where
free was functioning as a verb.17
On a more positive note, if the first-page estimates are extremely low to begin
with, then we can assume that Google is providing reliable evidence. Figure 4 below
illustrates this point: a search for the compound telefoonjeuk (taken from Rupert, een
bekentenis) yielded only one hit, turning out to be from Rupert itself!
Figure 4: Search for “telefoonjeuk” in Google Books (retrieved 7.2.2018)

Having demonstrated the importance of corpus size when investigating creative
lexis, let’s now turn to the heart of the matter: how to exploit Sketch Engine’s
multibillion word corpora in order to automatically extract potentially creative lexis
from my corpus of Dutch novels. The best novel to illustrate this with is Ilja Leonard
Pfeijffer’s Rupert, een bekentenis, the very novel which showed up in the Google
search just above.
16 Personal communication with Robert Lew, editor in chief of Lexicon.
17 This raises the question: why did I not use Google Ngram Viewer instead? After all, Ngram Viewer
can read punctuation and it allows you to specify parts of speech. My reasons for avoiding it is
because the frequencies it quotes are expressed as a fraction of 10 billion words per year, even for
years where there are less than 10 billion words in the corpus. This gives rise to gross inaccuracies.
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2.5
An Illustration of Method – Rupert, een bekentenis (Rupert: A Confession)
The lexical computing package best suited to the automatic detection of potentially
creative compounds and bigrams is (as already stated) Sketch Engine, not least
because the TenTen corpora come built into the software. I will demonstrate precisely
how the automatisation works with respect to one of the novels in my corpus, namely:
Rupert, een bekentenis. But first, a brief introduction to the novel’s content and style.
2.5.1 Introducing the Novel
Rupert, een bekentenis is a tightly woven novel about Rupert, an articulate but insane
man, standing trial for rape. Rupert delivers his own defence from memory using the
ancient mnemonic device of a memory palace, which in this novel takes the form of
a fictional city loosely based on Genoa. Thus Rupert takes us on a tour of the city
past various landmarks (e.g. famous statues and grand squares) and into various
locations (e.g. pubs, peepshows and cafés), all of which serve as an aide memoire to
help him recount the events leading up to the alleged rape. If the memory palace with
its various topoi has obvious roots in antiquity, so too does the style in which the
story is narrated. It is a style packed with rhetorical devices – anaphora, alliteration,
aposiopesis, assonance, anadiplosis, chiasmus, ekphrasis, hyperbaton, metaphor,
metonymy, oxymoron, parison, periphrasis, personification and puns (and the list
is not complete) – expressing a variety of moods from poetic lyricism to disjointed
streams of thought, from pompous legalese to spluttering rage. And it is also a style
that estranges – to use the Russian formalist term – a style that juxtaposes odd words,
creating unusual collocations and arresting images.
Of the six Dutch novels in my corpus, Rupert, een bekentenis contains the
quirkiest language of all. Initially I thought this fact would also make Rupert the
most interesting case study of all, but as it turned out the constant onslaught of
deliberately over-the-top figures of speech (a style which is central to the theme of
the novel) does not leave the translator much room for manoeuver. After all, a highly
unusual and eccentric collocation like noten zelfverwijt is difficult to translate as
anything less eccentric than “walnut self-reproach” in a novel that is constantly
parading the pomposity of its protagonist. But this over-the-topness makes Rupert
an excellent example of method, as we will now see.
2.5.2 Making Rupert ‘Fit for Purpose’
Now that Rupert has been introduced, let us return to Sketch Engine. To get started
with the detections of creative compounds and bigrams, I first had to make Rupert
‘fit for purpose’. This involved converting it into a text file (RupertNL.txt) after
removing the title page, copyright page, dedications, the blurb on the back and inside
covers, all running heads and pages number and, last but not least, all soft hyphens.
42
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(Soft hyphens are hyphens inserted into words simply because they fall at the end
of a line e.g. im- [NEW LINE] possible). It also involved replacing curly apostrophes
(’) and curly inverted commas (‘’, “ ”) with straight ones because the version of the
software I was using then could only deal with straight ones (although later versions
of the program do allow for them too). Similarly any maps, figures, diagrams or
illustrations had to be removed too.
Once Rupert had been prepared in this way, it could be turned into a new corpus. (I
created from each ST and TT novel a separate corpus in order to analyse the linguistic
features of each individually). Turning Rupert into a corpus worked as follows:
The first step was to click on <+ Create corpus> at the top of the vertical menu
bar on the left-hand side of the homepage, as seen in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Creating a Corpus – Menu Bar

The next screen (Figure 6) asked for the name of the corpus (which, for obvious
reasons, I decided to call Rupert NL) and the language (which in this case was
Dutch). Having filled in these details, I clicked on <Create>.
Figure 6: Creating a New Corpus
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Once the (as yet empty) Rupert NL corpus had been created, the next step was to
upload the file which had been made fit for purpose (i.e. the file which had been saved
as RupertNL.txt, and which had been stripped of its title page, copyright pages,
dedications, blurb, soft-hyphens etc.) by selecting <Choose file>, shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Choosing the File

Figure 8: Adding the File

Once RupertNL.txt had been uploaded (as shown in Figure 8), I clicked <next>
to preview the beginning of the first chapter. This is displayed in the large window
at the bottom of Figure 9.
44
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Figure 9: File Preview

Satisfied with the preview, I clicked on <finish>, which took me to the screen shown
in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Finishing Off

2.5.3 Compiling RupertNL.txt in Order to Extract Creative Compounds
Having uploaded and previewed RupertNL.txt, the next step was to compile it (i.e.
annotate it with a part of speech tagger). To do this, all I had to do was click <Compile
corpus> on the horizontal menu bar in Figure 10, which led to the screen shown in Figure 11.
45
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Figure 11: Corpus Compilation with Default Values Selected
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Figure 11 shows the compiler with the default values selected, namely (1) the
Dutch NLWAC tree tagger (i.e. a tagger which labels each Dutch word with its
part-of-speech and other grammatical categories such as tense and number) and
(2) Dutch Term definition. (Although irrelevant for the extraction of single words,
including compounds, I will explain what Term definition means here for the sake
of completeness: a ‘term’ is simply a multi-word unit such as the dog, in the train,
lovely weather etc. If set to its default value Sketch Engine will adopt a broad
definition of what counts as a multi-word unit to include noun phrases, verb phrases,
prepositional phrases and other configurations of words besides.)
In order to extract creative compounds from RupertNL.txt I could therefore
leave the default values as they were, then simply click <compile>. (NB. In contrast,
as we will see in Section 2.5.4. below, I had to change the default values in order to
extract creative collocations).
2.5.3.1 Extracting Creative Compounds From RupertNL.txt
Having seen how RupertNL.txt was compiled, we will now look at the extraction
process itself. The Sketch Engine function best suited to extracting creative
compounds is Word List, displayed in Figure 12. In order to extract compounds, I
set <Search attribute> to word and <Minimum frequency> to 1. It was important
to set the minimum frequency to 1, rather than keeping it at the default setting of
5, because I wanted to find all the creative compounds, and not just those that the
author had used a minimum of five times. Another setting that needed to be changed
was <Output type>, from the default value of Simple to the rather unexpected value
of Keywords. Normally one uses Keywords to look for just that: words which are
key to a particular text and thus relatively frequent compared to a given reference
corpus. (For example, in a text about gardening, the keyword function, if used
conventionally, would probably extract words like plant, landscape and botanical).
Not so here: I did not use the Keyword function to look for keywords in my text. By
setting the minimum frequency to 1, I used Keywords in an ‘off-label’ fashion to
extract from RupertNL.txt any word that did NOT occur in the reference corpus,
irrespective of how key it was to RupertNL.txt.18

18 I have stolen the term ‘off-label’ from the field of medicine, where it refers to a drug “used to treat
a condition for which it has not been officially approved” (Merriam-Webster online, https://www.
merriam-webster.com/dictionary/off-label).
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Figure 12: Word List Function, with Options Selected for Extracting Compounds

That is, I used Keywords solely as a way of automatically comparing the frequency of
each and every word in RupertNL.txt to the frequency of those same words in the
reference corpus, so that I could extract all the words with zero hits in the reference corpus.
Once these option had been selected, I clicked <Make word list> to be confronted by
a 71-page wordlist with six columns displaying: (i) each word in RupertNL.txt;
(ii) its frequency in RupertNL.txt; (iii) its normalised frequency in RupertNL.
txt (this third column can, in fact, be ignored because RupertNL.txt is too
small for normalised frequencies (that is frequencies per million words, abbreviated
to fpm), to make any sense; (iv) the frequency of each word in nlTenTen; (v) its
normalised frequency [fpm] in nlTenTen; and finally (vi) its word-keyness score.19
Page 2 of this 71-page list is shown in Figure 13.20
19 This sixth column can also be ignored by keyness is not relevant to my thesis.
20 Word-keyness is not relevant to my thesis but, for those who are interested, it is calculated as follows:
fpmfocus + N
___________
fpm ref + N
This formula means: the normalised frequency (fpm [i.e. frequency per million words]) of the
word in the focus corpus (in this case RupertNL.txt) plus the coefficient N, divided by the
normalised frequency (fpm) of the same word in the reference corpus (in this case nlTenTen) plus
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Figure 13: Word List

the coefficient N. The scary-looking coefficient N (which, less scarily, usually equals 1) is added
to prevent the denominator (i.e. the value below the division line) from equaling zero. And why
may the denominator never equal zero? The easy answer is this: if you try to divide any number
by zero on your calculator, it always gives an error message!
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Figure 13: continued.

Although the list was 71 pages long, the fourth column (showing the frequencies
in nlTenTen) provided a clean way to sift through that data. This is because, despite
there being 71 pages, only two and a half of them contained words which had 0 hits
in nlTenTen. And it was this couple of pages which provided my shortlist of creative
compounds. As we can see, this part of the shortlist needed further sifting, for not all
of the words with 0 hits in nlTenTen were relevant (some, for instance, were proper
names; others foreign names or street names). So once I had sifted out the irrelevant
forms, I was left with only the three compounds, given in Table 7:
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Table 7: Hits in nlTenTen versus Google Books
From Rupert NL
Wordlist (page 2)
telefoonjeuk
stinkbroek
rechternachtkastje

nlTenTen

Google Books

(English gloss)

0
0
0

0
13
4

(‘telephone itch’)
(‘stink trousers’)
(right-hand bedside table’)

Of these three forms, only telefoonjeuk could be considered creative, as confirmed
by more quantitative evidence from an even bigger ‘corpus’ (i.e. Google Books) as
well as other forms of triangulation (see Section 2.7 below on Triangulation).
Despite the immense quirkiness of Rupert, een bekentenis – as revealed in the
preview window (Figure 9) – it turned out to contain relatively few creative compounds.
However, this novel has fulfilled its task of demonstrating how creative compounds
can be extracted from novels in principle. In Chapter 9, on the translation of creative
compounds in Bonita Avenue, we shall see how this method yields many fruits.
2.5.4

Compiling RupertNL.txt In Order to Extract Creative Adjective-Noun
Bigrams
In Section 2.5.3, we saw how I compiled RupertNL.txt in order to extract
creative compounds from it: all I had to do was stick to the default values for Term
definition. But when it came to compiling RupertNL.txt for the extraction of
creative adjective-noun bigrams, a different approach was needed: it required a
change to the default settings and the creation of a special script (shown in Figure 15).
To see how this went, let’s return to Figure 11, which shows the compilation
page. As can be seen in the top half of the window, compilation consists of two main
features: (1) a Sketch grammar, which is essentially a part-of-speech tagger, and (2)
a Term definition, which prepares the corpus for term extraction. As far as Sketch
Engine is concerned, a “term” is simply a multi-word unit such as the dog, in the
train, lovely weather etc. If set to its default value (the selected value in Figure 11),
Sketch Engine will adopt a broad definition of what counts as a multi-word unit to
include noun phrases, verb phrases, prepositional phrases and other configurations
of words besides. As we have seen, this is of no consequence when extracting single
words, including compounds. However, as soon as you try to extract more than
one word, term definition is crucial. So seeing as I am interested in adjective-noun
bigrams, I needed to restrict the definition of a term to include only multiword
units consisting of nothing other than an adjective followed by a noun. In earlier
versions of Sketch Engine, it was not possible for users to define their own terms,
but at my request this option was added and has now become a permanent feature
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of the program. This extra option called <My term definitions> is shown selected
in Figure 14, and the special script, or computer code, underlying it is shown in
Figure 15.21
Figure 14: Corpus Compilation with English ADJ N Term Grammar Selected

Figure 15: Code Underlying the Adjective Noun Term Grammar for Dutch

21 I am indebted to Vojtěch Kovář of Sketch Engine for writing this script.
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Having chosen a Sketch grammar and defined my terms, I clicked <Compile> and
the task was complete: RupertNL.txt was now ready to have its adjective-noun
bigrams extracted.
2.5.4.1 Extracting Creative Adjective-Noun Bigrams from RupertNL.txt
As with compounds, the best way to extract adjective-noun bigrams is to use the
Word list function, as shown in Figure 16.
Figure 16: Word List Function

And as with compounds too, I set <Minimum frequency> to 1 to ensure that
all adjective-noun bigram were listed, including those which occurred only once
in RupertNL.txt. Similarly, under <Output options>, I selected Keywords
along with the reference corpus Dutch Web 2014 (nlTenTen14). The only difference
between extracting compounds and bigrams was this: <Search attribute> had to
be set to terms, defined now, of course, as adjective-noun bigrams (see Section 5.4).
As with single words, this produced reams of output, of which a short excerpt is
shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: A Short Extract of Automatically Generated Adjective-Noun Bigrams
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Again, as with the single words, not all candidate bigrams (i.e. bigrams with zero
hits in the reference corpus) could be considered creative; the quirky gezonde
aanrakerigheid (gloss: healthy touchy-feeliness) versus the more normal sounding
boerse achtergrond (gloss: rustic background) and willekeurige accumulatie
(gloss: random accumulation). is a case in point. Also, note that Sketch grammar
sometimes makes mistakes; as can be seen in the bottom third of the window
in Figure 17, Sketch grammar has misclassified as adjective + noun bigrams the
following pairs of words: de zon (determiner + noun; gloss: the sun), oostblokkerig
aangeschotens (adverb + adjective; gloss: eastern-blockishly tipsy) and plakkerig
aankleeft (adverb + verb; gloss: stickily adheres).
Leaving these little bugs aside, this part of the method yielded much fruit in
three of my case studies, namely De inscheper by Otto de Kat, Sluitertijd by Erwin
Mortier, and De helaasheid der dingen by Dimitri Verhulst.
2.6
Tracing the Translation
Once I had extracted the creative compounds and bigrams from RupertNL.txt,
I turned to the target text to see how they had been rendered in translation. I did not
use a parallel concordancer for this, but went straight to the PDFs. This afforded
the advantage of being able to compare the ST Rupert, een bekentenis with the TT
Rupert: A Confession in their original form, and of being able to see more co-text.
2.7
Triangulation
There’s no data like more data was the motto quoted towards the end of Section 2.3.
This motto captured the fact that when investigating creative lexis, the bigger the
corpus, the better. Corpora, however, are not the only useful source of information,
especially when it comes to creative lexis. This is where triangulation comes in. To
be classified as creative, two other criteria had to be met as well: (1) the compound
or bigram in question had to ‘feel’ unusual to native speakers,22 and (2) it had to be
figurative; that is, it had to express some sort of rhetorical trope. To return to the
Dutch example, dorstige zand: not only is it unattested in the reference corpus, it
also feels unusual to native speakers, and it involves a rhetorical trope, in this case
personification. (For a full account of how I classified the creative bigrams in terms
of rhetorical tropes, see Chapter 3.) By contrast, its English translation, “dry sand”,
met none of the three criteria, so the translation was classified as normalised.
There’s no data like more data is a powerful motto: it encouraged me to seek
evidence for creativity and normalisation in the largest existing reference corpora, as
well as beyond: it took me to the web, to native speaker intuitions, and to rhetorical
22 My informants were native speakers of Dutch and English, of various ages, including academics.
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tropes. And deeper than that, it encouraged me to zoom in on the co-text. So when
considering how unusual a bigram was, I also appealed to what Halverson (2017)
terms “local salience” and to what Hoey (2005) terms “local priming”. For instance,
in De helaasheid der dingen, author Dimitri Verhulst calls a faded seaside town een
verlepte (wilted) badstad (seaside town). Verlept is an unusual epithet for a seaside
town, but seen in context (iemand van ver buiten het dorp […], de voorzitter van
een drinkclub uit de verlepte badstad Oostende) the <v> in ver and voorzitter pave
the way for the <v> in verlepte, making this word, perhaps, a little more expected
in context. These are also the kind of things I take into account when comparing
source and target texts.
There’s no data like more data is a powerful motto indeed. But in the context of
latter-day empirical Translation Studies (with its reliance on statistics), my insistence on
providing co-text for every single compound and bigram is a controversial thing to do
– controversial because it goes against the central tenet of modern statistics that “given
a number of observations, you can actually gain information by throwing information
away” (Stigler, 2016, p. 4). It goes against the idea that it is more informative to take
an “arithmetic mean [and] discard the individuality of the measure” than it is to get
involved in the nitty gritty details of each individual case. (ibid)
This study goes against all that by providing details of each individual compound
and bigram along with its co-text, but it does so with the greater goal of showing that
the “individuality of the measure” really does matter. In fact, such is the individuality
of the measure that no two readers will have exactly the same interpretation of all
my data. But this only serves to underscore the point that no matter how much
triangulation there is, there will always be room for disagreement and borderline cases.
2.8
Reverse Testing: Denormalisation
The method outlined in the previous sections provides a way of discovering which
creative compounds and bigrams have been normalised in translation. It does not,
though, uncover the full extent of the translator’s creativity/normalisation because
a translator might normalise in one place in the text only to compensate creatively
in another place, well beyond the immediate co-text. This more general type of
compensation is what Harvey (1995) calls “displaced compensation”.
Displaced compensation can, of course, take many forms, but my way of
operationalising it was, once again, to focus on compounds and adjective-noun
bigrams – only this time by extracting them from the target texts. Returning to
Rupert, I put the English translation through exactly the same steps that Rupert,
een bekentenis went through: I converted Rupert: A Confession into the text file
RupertEN.txt, uploaded it to a corpus entitled Rupert EN, compiled it for the
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extraction of creative compounds, and then again for the extraction of creative
adjective-noun bigrams. Once again I used the Keyword function in an ‘off-label’
way to siphon off all the compounds and adjective-noun bigrams which had zero
hits in the reference corpus; and once again I enlisted the help of the Sketch Engine
team to create a special script enabling me to define a Term as an adjective-noun
bigram. The script for the English Term definition is shown in Figure 18 below.
Figure 18: English Term Grammar

This process uncovered many examples of creative English forms of which “feathery
words” (from Rupert: A Confession) is just one: it is a creative translation of the more
commonplace bigram wollige woorden. Such examples, where the English turned
out to be quirkier than the Dutch, I have called ‘denormalisation’; and the test for
denormalisation taken together with the test for normalisation could be termed a
‘Bilateral test for normalisation’ – a test which takes displaced compensation into
account.23
Table 8: Bilateral Test for Normalisation – Testing for normalisation, yielding, e.g. dorstige
zand in Spijkerschrift
Dutch reference corpus
PARALLEL CORPUS
English reference
Dutch source Texts English target texts enTenTen2015
nlTenTen2014
(STs)
(TTs)
0 hits

dorstig(e) zand

“dry sand”

1,305 hits

Reverse Testing for Denormalisation, showing wollige woorden in Rupert, een
bekentenis
23 I am not aware of the term ‘denormalisation’ being used within Translation Studies but it is a useful
term for this phenomenon.
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Dutch reference corpus
PARALLEL CORPUS
English reference
enTenTen2015
English target texts Dutch source texts enTenTen2014
(STs)
(TTs)
0 hits

“feathery words”

wollige woorden

31 hits

On the reverse test for denormalisation, the translations are treated as if they were
originals and the originals as if there were translations.
2.9
Choosing the Novels and the Translators
There’s no data like more data was the motto that resounded through Sections 2.2,
2.3 and 2.7. But here its ring comes to an abrupt halt. With only six Dutch novels
and six translations in all, my selection cannot be taken to be representative in the
statistical sense of the term. However, it can, perhaps, be taken to be representative
in the ambassadorial sense of the term. The six translators studied here (David
Colmer, Sam Garrett, Susan Massotty, Michele Hutchison, Jonathan Reeder, and
Ina Rilke) have all played and continue to play a special role in representing Dutch
literature, be it at book fairs, festivals, or at author-translator events; and they have
all been nominees or recipients of important translation prizes.24 This, in itself,
bears witness to their skill as translators and to the esteem in which they are held.
But these facts also have a special bearing on the study of normalisation. For the
skill and experience of these translators makes it unlikely that any creativity found
(i.e. lack of normalisation) is due to source text (ST) interference. After all, studies
have shown that the less experience translators have, the more prone they are to
ST interference (see, for instance, Laviosa-Braithwaite in Baker, 1998, p. 291) The
novels, authors and publishers are listed in Table 9 below, but a detailed description
of each is reserved for Part 2.

24 There are of course other noteworthy translators working from Dutch to English, for example
David McKay, who won the 2017 Vondel Prize for his translation of War and Terpentine by Stefan
Hertmans, and runner-up that year, David Doherty. Laura Watkinson is a pre-eminent translator
of children’s books, winning the 2015 Vondel for The Letter for the King by Tonke Dragt, but also
translates adult literature. Other active translators include Nancy Forest-Flier, Liz Waters, Laura
Vroomen, Hester Velmans and Paul Vincent.
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Table 9: List of Novels, Authors, Translators and Publishers
Dutch Title

Author

De helaasheid Dimitri
Verhulst
der dingen
2 De inscheper Otto de
Kat
3 Sluitertijd
Erwin
Mortier
4 Spijkerschrift Kader
Abdolah
5 Bonita Avenue Peter
Buwalda
(6) Rupert, een
Pfeijffer,
Ilja
bekentenis
Leonard
1

Dutch
Publisher
Atlas Contact
2007
Van Oorschot
2004
De Bezige Bij
2002
De Geus
2000
De Bezige Bij
2012
Arbeiderspers
2002

English Title Translator English
Publisher
The
David
Portobello
Misfortunates Colmer
Books 2013
Sam
MacLehose
Man on the
Garrett
Press 2009
Move
Shutterspeed Ina Rilke Harvill
Secker 2007
Canongate
My Father’s Susan
Massotty 2006
Notebook
Jonathan
Pushkin Press
Bonita
Reeder
2014
Avenue
Michele
Open Letter
Rupert: A
Hutchison 2009
Confession

This list reflects the order in which the novels are discussed in Part 2 – except for
Rupert, of course, which has already been used for illustrative purposes.
2.10
Summing up
Placed side by side in Table 10 below are the main methodological features of Kenny
(2001)’s work versus my own. Highlighted in bold are the particular features which
distinguish hers from mine – or rather mine from hers.
Table 10: Methodological Features of Kenny (2001) versus my Own Work
Kenny (2001)

Current
research project

Parallel corpus

14 German novels and their
English translations
(=> 12 novelists and 10
translators)

6 Dutch novels and their
English translations
(=> 6 novelists and 6
translators)

Literary characteristics

Novels full of inventive
language (some prizewinning, some not)

Prize-winning novels full
of inventive language

Translators

Translators (some awardwinning, some not)

Award-winning or
nominated translators
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Table 10: Continued
Kenny (2001)

Current
research project

Research question

Has the language been
normalised in translation?

Has the language been
normalised in translation?

Operationalisation

Creative compounds,
and a handful of creative
collocations, each containing
at least one frequently
occurring word

Full list of creative
adjective-noun
collocations and creative
compounds

Reference corpora

Multi-million words

Several billion words

Creative compound
extraction

Generation of simple word
lists followed by lots of
manual sifting. (No automatic
comparison with reference
corpus possible)

Automatic generation of
all potentially creative
compounds (exploiting
an off-label use of the
Keyword function)

Creative collocation
extraction

Not possible:
analysis restricted to creative
collocations involving
frequently occurring words

Automatic generation of
all potentially creative
adj-noun collocations
(exploiting an off-label use
of the Keyword function)
Special script written to
redefine a ‘term’ as an
adjective-noun bigram

Bilateral test of
normalisation
(involving reverse testing
for denormalisation)

No

Yes
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Table 10: Continued
Kenny (2001)
Triangulation:
1) Supplementary word
counts from the web

Current
research project

1) No

1) Yes

2) Native speaker
intuitions

2) Yes

2) Yes

3) Clues in the co-text

3) Only for some examples

3) Yes

4) Systematic
identification of
rhetorical tropes

4) No

4) Yes

Classifying data in terms
of rhetorical tropes

No

Yes

As we shall see in the case studies to come, this last methodological step (i.e.
classifying data in terms of rhetorical tropes) was a step worth taking, because it
revealed how one rhetorical trope tended to be normalised more than others. But
before we move on to the case-studies themselves, I will attempt to define, and
distinguish between, these various rhetorical tropes
.
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